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Woods® FZ27 Mower Combines Comfort and Performance
The new FZ27 commercial zero-turn mower from Woods Equipment combines
comfort and performance. The front-mount mowers have cutting decks mounted in
front of the power unit, improving visibility and making it easier to trim around and cut
under low growing trees and foliage.
With a long wheelbase, the FZ27 distributes weight more evenly. The full suspension
adjustable seat is a standard feature which reduces operator fatigue, allowing hours of
mowing comfort.
A TrueFloatTM deck follows the contour of the ground for an unparalleled even cut. It is
available with a 54- or 61-inch deck, and the operator can electronically adjust the
cutting height between one and five inches. The deck design features an ultra-durable
fabricated 5-inch deep deck with welded bumper. A patented V-Baffle system creates
strong suction, lifting grass in front of the cutting chamber for a precision cut.
The mower is built with a 27 hp Kohler V-Twin OHV gas engine, a cup holder and flipup seat. Additional features include an hour meter, and a flexible ShrubSaver
discharge chute. A standard roll-over protection system (ROPS) adds to operator
safety.
A Woods FZ-Series mower can do more than cut grass. Owners will find year-round
versatility and be more productive with attachments like a grass and leaf collection
system, 60-inch dozer blade, snow thrower, and broom models with fixed or
adjustable angles. Accessories include a headlight kit to extend working hours, and a
winter enclosure to stay warmer while moving snow. Stay cooler with an optional
sunshade. Operators will ride in greater comfort with an extended footrest (which will
not work with winter enclosure, blade or broom).
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See videos of the FZ-Series in action on the Woods Equipment Channel on YouTube®.
To find your nearest Woods dealer, visit woodsequipment.com or call Dealer Services at
800-319-6637.
####

With a reputation for superior style, durability and design, Woods implements and
attachments are sold throughout North America, Europe, Latin America, and Australia
through a dealer network of agricultural, landscape and construction professionals.
Woods products are manufactured to American Welding Society standards; tested in
rigorous, real-life conditions; and comply with recommended industry safety
standards. Woods, a brand of Blount International's Farm, Ranch and Agriculture
Division, is headquartered in Oregon, Illinois, USA. Visit woodsequipment.com for
more information.
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